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The Stone theorems give us a representation of Boolean algebras, the 
structure associated to classical logic, through set algebras. The present 
paper deals with the representation of De Morgan algebras, one of the most 
important structures associated to multiple-valued logic, through fuzzy set 
algebras. 
Let us recall that a De Morgan algebra (9, A, V, n) is a structure such 
that (Pi, A, V) is a distributive lattice with supremum u and infimum 0, and 
n is a decreasing involution in 9 such that n(0) = u and n(u) = 0 and, 
consequently, satisfies the De Morgan laws. We call these mappings 
n: 9 -+ 9 strong negations or involutions of 40 (see, for instance, [8]). 
On the other hand, let us recall that Zadeh [3] defined the fuzzy subset of 
a universe X being characterized by a mapping A : X+ [0, 11, the generalized 
characteristic function, which sends each x E X into the “membership grade” 
of x belonging to A. As usual, we denote by p(X) the set of fuzzy subsets of 
x, f(X) = [O, 11*, and by Q’(X), n, U) the lattice obtained by defining f7 
and U between fuzzy sets through (A ~7 B)(x) = min(A(x), B(x)) and 
(A U B)(x) = max(A (x), B(x)). This lattice is distributive with supremum X 
(defined by X(x) = 1 for all x E X), infimum 0 (defined by 0(x) = 0 for all 
x E X) and such that the Boolean algebra of the boolean elements of f(X) is 
the Boolean algebra of the classical subsets of X, (P(X), n, U, C). 
The concept of fuzzy subset of a universe X is generalized (Goguen [4]) 
by defining fuzzy subsets taking values in a lattice (L, A, V). It can still be 
more widely generalized by defining fuzzy subsets that for all x E X take 
values in different lattices. Thus, if 9’ = {R, 1 x E X} is a family of lattices 
(R,, A,,V,) with supremum 1, and inlimum O,, we can define a fuzzy 
subset of X taking values in 5%’ as any mapping A: X-1 U,,, R, such hat 
A(x) E R, for all x E X. If we denote by P&X) the set of fuzzy subsets of X 
taking values in .R and define n and U through (A n B)(x) = A (x) A, B(x) 
and (A U B)(x) = A(x) V, B(x), then (P&X), n, U) happens to be a lattice 
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with supremum X (X(x) = 1, for all x E X) and infimum 0 (0(x) = 0, for 
all x E X) which is distributive or complete if, and only if, all R, are. 
If we identify all suprema 1, with 1 and all intima 0, with 0 and consider, 
as usual, that a classical set is a fuzzy set A such that A(x) f {O, 1) for all 
x E X, then P#(X) contains P(X). It also clear that if we denote by ~3: and 
8: the fuzzy subsets defined by 6:(y) = 0 if y # x, &Y(x) = a and J:(y) = 1 
if xf y, g(x)= a, then for all A E P,z(X) we have A = lJxpx J:‘.” = 
n,,, @x). 
In the particular case where all R, are one and the same lattice (L, A,V) a 
fuzzy subset will be a mapping A: X --+ L and we will denote the set of these 
subsets of PL(X). 
In [S, 7,8, 121 the possible strong negations or involutions that can be 
defined in p(X), P&X), PL(X), and even in some kind of sublattices, are 
studied. With them, any time the lattice is distributive we will have a De 
Morgan algebra of fuzzy sets, and particularly we have studied those De 
Morgan algebras of fuzzy sets such that they contain the Boolean algebra 
(P(X), n, U, C) of classical sets as a subalgebra. 
REPRESENTATION OF DE MORGAN ALGEBRAS 
1. The Trivial Representation 
From now on, any time we speak about a family .R = {R, ( x E X} we will 
understand a family of lattices (R,, A,, V,) with maximum 1, and minimum 
O,, and when no confusion can be made we will speak about R,, 1 and 0. 
DEFINITION 1. A De Morgan algebra (Y’, A, V, n) is said to be represen- 
table by fuzzy sets if it exists a universe X, a family 9 = (R, 1 x E X} of 
distributive lattices and a strong negation fi on P,,(X) such that (9, A, V, n) 
and (P,#(X), ~3, U, 3) are isomorphic. 
PROPOSITION 1. (9, A, V, n) is representable by fuzzy sets if; and only 
IY, there exists a universe X and a family of distributive lattices 
.;9 = {R, 1 x E X} such that (9, A, V) and (P,z(X), n, U) are isomorphic as 
lattices. 
Prooj If 9 is representable, there exist X, 9 and # such that 
(P,A,V, n) = (P,%(X), n, U, 5) and particularly, (iP,A,V) N (P.&X), n, U). 
If there exists X, .R and a lattice isomorphism f: (P,*(X), fJ, U)- 
(I//, A, V), then we can define fi: P,S(X)+ P,(X) by $4) = f -‘(n(f(A))). It 
is easy to verify that fi is a strong negation on P,%(X) and that 
f: (P,r(X), n, U, ti) -+ (9, A, V, n) is an isomorphism. 
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THEOREM 1. Any De Morgan algebra (9, A, V, n) is representable by 
fuzzy sets. 
Proof. If we consider X= (x} and (L, A, V) = (9, A, V) then 
f: PJX) -+ 9 defined by f(A) = A(x) for any A E PL(X), will be a lattice 
isomorphism. The result of Proposition 1 completes the proof. 
Such representation, that we call trivial representation, can not be 
considered a very useful solution; we need to find some other. We will study 
now some kinds of De Morgan algebras of fuzzy sets and characterize the 
De Morgan algebras which are representable by them. 
2. Regular Algebras of Fuzzy Sets 
DEFINITION 2. A lattice (S, n, U) is said to be a regular lattice offuzzy 
sets if: 
(i) There exist a universes X and a family .9 such that (S, n, U) is a 
distributive sublattice of (P&X), n, U), 
(ii) The Boolean algebra of the complemented elements of S, that we 
denote by B,, is P(X). 
Particularly, a lattice (S, n, U ) is said to be a [0, II-regular lattice of 
fuzzy sets if it is a sublattice of (p(X), n, U). 
From previous definitions, it immediately follows that: 
G-4 P&3 n7, u> is a regular lattice of fuzzy sets if, and only if, the 
family 59 consists of distributive lattices with BRx = (0, 1) for any x E X. 
(b) Given a universe X and a family of distributive lattices 
.R= {R,]xEX}, such that BRx = (0, 1) for any x E X, the set 
P$(X) = {A E P&X)/(x E X/A(x) 65 (0, l}} is finite} 
is also a regular lattice of fuzzy sets. 
PROPOSITION 2. A lattice (S, n, U) is a regular lattice of fuzzy sets if, 
and only tf, there exist a universe X and a family of distributive lattices 
.Y = {R, ( x E X} satisfying BRx = (0, I}, such that P,&(X) c S c P Z(X). 
Proof We know that if S is regular, there exist X and a family 9 such 
that S c P,jp(X). Then for each x E X we define, = {a E R, 1 there exists 
A E S such that A(x) = a}. For any x E X such R, satisfies: 
(a) RX = (a E R, 1 &j E S} = {GI E R, ] 6: E S}. To prove it, we will 
verifythatifAESandA(x)=a,thenAA6,=6~ESandAUS=6;“ES. 
(b) R, is distributive. It is easy to prove that 8: U 6: = ~3:“‘~ and 
6* n a4 = daA4. Then if we denote by [a, S,] the interval of S with limits 0 x x x 
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and 6,, that is, [a, S,] = {Sz 1 a E Rx}, the mapping f: [0, S,] + R, defined 
byf(6,“) = a is an isomorphism. Then, the result comes immediately. 
(c) BFx = (0, 1 }. It is easy to prove that Sz f7 @ = 8zA4 and 
@U&&V4 which implies that if a, ,8 E Rx - {0, 1 } were complements 
they would be also complements S:,-8!, which is against the hypothesis of 
being B, = P(X). Then, if .I@, = {R, 1 x E X} it comes immediately that 
s c P&,(X). 
On the other hand, if A E P,>,(X), let X, and X, be X, = {x E X 1 A(x) = 1) 
and X, = {x E X 1 A(x) 6? (0, l}}, then A = (U,,,, 6,) U (u,,,, ~5;~“). It 
follows that A ES because U,,, 6,EP(X)cS and because 
U BAcx) E S (as X, XEXZ x is finite and 6, 1A(x) E S for any x E X,). So 
P$,(X) c s. 
The converse is immediately proved: If it exists X and .5? = {R, 1 x E X), 
R, being distributive and BR,= (0, l}, such that P&X) 1 S ZJ P&x), then S 
is distributive because of being PAX) also distributive and B, = P(X) as 
P(X) = B,,(,, 1 B, 1 B,@,(,, = P(X). Then S is regular. 
Remark. It is easy to see that any family of lattices 3? = (R, I x E X) is 
a family of sublattices of a lattice (L, A, V) with maximum 1 and minimum 
0, such that it contains 0 and 1. There may be many lattices L satisfying the 
required condition. Here we will construct one of them: 
Consider L = U,,, (R, - (O,, 1,)) U (0, 1 }, we identify all 0, with 0 and 
all 1, with 1, and we define A and V by, 
aAp=aA,~ifthereexistsaxEXsuchthata,pER, 
= 0 otherwise, 
a V /3 = a V, p if there exists a x E X such that a, j3 E R, 
= 1 otherwise. 
Then, clearly, any P&X) is a sublattice of PI,(X) and we have got all the 
distributive sublattices S of a certain (P,(X), n, U) such that B, = P(X). 
DEFINITION 3. Any De Morgan algebra defined on a regular ([0, 1 ]- 
regular) lattice of fuzzy sets is called regular (0, 1 l-regular) algebra offuzzy 
sets. 
Remark. Both definitions of regular and [0, l]-regular algebras of fuzzy 
sets involve the possibility of defining strong negations on regular lattices of 
fuzzy sets. We recall that, in general, it is not possible to define a strong 
negation in a lattice of fuzzy sets and even in the case when such negation 
exists, it is not always unique. (See, for instance, [8, 9, 121.) 
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3. A REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
DEFINITION 4. A De Morgan algebra (9, A, V, n) is said to be of the 
fuzzy regular type ([0, II-regular type) if there exists a regular ([O, 1 ]- 
regular) algebra of fuzzy sets (S, n, U, 6) isomorphic to (9, A, V, n). 
THEOREM 2. A De Morgan algebra (Y’, A, V, n) is of the fuzzy regular 
type tf, and only tf, it satisfies the next two conditions: 
(a) B, is a complete atomic Boolean algebra, 
(b) For any a E LY it is a = V,,, (a A x) being X the set of atoms of 
B Y. 
Proof: If (Y, A, V, n) is of the fuzzy regular type, there exists a regular 
algebra of fuzzy sets on a certain universe X, (S, n, U, n), such that there is 
an isomorphism f: S + %; between them. Then, the condition a De Morgan 
algebra of fuzzy sets must satisfy to be regular implies that 9 fits the 
conditions of the theorem. 
Conversely, if Y tits the conditions of the theorem, then, 
(1) As B, is a complete and atomic Boolean algebra, if we denote by 
X the set of atoms of B,., we know that B, = P(X). 
(2) Let .R = {R, 1 x E X}, being R, = (iJxEx [0,x] - (x})U (1) for 
any x E X. Then for any x E X we consider u,: [0,x] + R, defined by 
ux(a)=a if a#x and u,(x)= 1. 
(3) We define f: Y + P,#(X) by f (a) = UxEx &7x(’ Ax). Such function f 
satisfies: 
It is a homomorphism. In fact, for any x E X, [f (a V b)](x) = 
a,((a V b) A x) = a,[ (a A x) V (b A x)] = u,(a A x) V u,(b A x) = f(a)(x) V 
f(b)(x) = (f(a) U f (b))(x). 
It is one-to-one. In fact, if f(a) = f(b), for any x E X it is 
u,(a A x) =f (a)(x) = f(b)(x) = u,(b Ax), that is, a A x = b A x. Then 
a = VXEX (a Ax) = V,,, (b A x) = b. 
So, f(9) is a distributive sublattice of P&X) such that the Boolean 
elements off (9) are the image by f of the Boolean elements of 9, that is, 
BfCipj = P(X) = f(BIP). Then, we conclude that f(9) is a regular lattice of 
fuzzy sets on X isomorphic to (9, A, V), which implies, by Proposition 1, 
that (Y, A, V, n) is of the fuzzy regular type. 
COROLLARY 1. If a De Morgan Algebra 9 is A-infinite distributive, 9 
is of the Fuzzy regular type if and only tf, B, is a complete atomic Boolean 
algebra. 
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COROLLARY 2. A De Morgan algebra 9 such that B, is a finite 
Boolean algebra is of the Fuzzy regular type. 
Proof. In both cases the conditions of the corollaries imply condition (b) 
of Theorem2 as for any aES?, a=aAu=aA(V,,,x)=V,,,(aAx) 
being X the set of atoms of B,. 
Condition (b) of Theorem 2 is not equivalent to the A-infinite 
distributivity of 9 as the following example shows: 
EXAMPLE. Let L be the set of non-negative integers having a prime 
factorization with exponents one, together with zero. It is will known that L 
together with the operations L.C.M.(A) and G.C.M.(V) is a complete atomic 
V-infinite distributive lattice with B, = (0, l}, but it is not A-infinite 
distributive. So, for any X, PL(X) is a De Morgan algebra of fuzzy sets 
which is complete, V-infinite distributive but no A-infinite distributive. 
Anyway PJX) satisfies condition (b) of Theorem 2 because for any 
A E WO A = U,,, (6, n A >. 
THEOREM 3. A De Morgan algebra (9, A, V, n) is of the fuzzy [O, l]- 
regular type if, and only if, it satisfies the three next conditions: 
(a) B, is a complete atomic Boolean algebra, 
(b) For any atom x of B, there exists a monomorphism 
ox: [0,x1-, IO,11 such that a,(O) = 0 and a,(x) = 1, 
(c) For any a E Y it is a = V,,, (a A x) being X the set of atoms of 
B Y’ 
This theorem is a corollary of Theorem 2, which is why the proof is 
omitted. 
Final Remarks 
(1) Previous characterization theorems of fuzzy regular or [O, l]- 
regular type De Morgan algebras give a constructive method of knowing 
which algebras of fuzyy sets are isomorphic to given De Morgan algebras. 
The main point of this method is the fact that the Boolean algebra of the 
complemented elements of any regular algebra of fuzzy sets on a universe X 
is exactly P(X). It seems too difficult to apply this method to more general 
cases. 
(2) The fact that in the regular algebras of fuzzy sets on X 
(S, n, U, n) we have B, = P(X), in general, does not mean that njpCxj 
coincides with the complementation of the Boolean algebra P(X). There are 
many cases in which this does not happen as it is shown in [7,8,9, 121. 
(3) If we are interested in characterizing the De Morgan algebras 
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(Y, A, V, n) isomorphic to regular algebras of fuzzy sets (S, n, U, ti) that 
contain as a subalgebra the Boolean algebra (P(X), f7, U, C) we have only to 
add to Theorems 2 and 3 the condition II lBy = C, the complementation of 
the Boolean algebra B,, which is equivalent to considering n pointwise 
functionally expressable (see [ 8, 121). 
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